
The Set Covering ProblemGiven a number of items and a ost for eah item. Given a numberof subsets of items. Find a seletion of items suh that eah subsetontains at least one seleted item and suh that the total ost ofthe seleted items is minimized.Mathematial formulation min xs.t. Ax � 1x binarywhere ;1; x are vetors, and A is matrix with aij 2 f0; 1g.Related problems: Set Partitioning and Set Paking.4

Modelling with Integer Variables

VariablesIn LP we use ontinuous variables: xij � 0.In ILP we an also use integer, binary and disrete variables.If both ontinuous and integer variables are used in a program, it isalled a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem.

ConstraintsIn an ILP (or MIP) it is possible to model linear onstraints, butalso e.g. if-then- and either-or-relations. This is done byintroduing additional binary variables and additional onstraints.
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Integer Linear Programming (ILP)

� A Small Example (see separate set of slides)� Modelling with integer variables� Algorithms for ILP{ Branh & Bound{ Cutting Plane{ (Others: deomposition methods, heuristis et.)� Theoretial aspets on LP and ILP
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More Modelling Examples (2)

(Taha, example 9.1-4) Suppose that we wish to proess three jobson one mahine. Eah job has a proessing time pj , a due date djand a penalty ost j if the due date is missed. How should thejobs be sheduled to minimize the total penalty ost?

Taha, table on page 360
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More Modelling Examples

(Taha, example 9.1-3) Given three telephone ompanies A, B andC whih harge a �xed start-up prie of 16, 25 and 18, respetively.For eah minute of all-time the A, B, C harge 0:25, 0:21 and 0:22.If we want to phone 200 minutes, whih ompany should we hoose?

Variables for the number of minutes alled by A, B and C: xi � 0Binary variables yi = 1 if xi > 0, yi = 0 otherwise. (Pay start-upprie only if alls are made with ompany i.)

ILP model see Taha page 375
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Installing Seurity Telephones: MathematialModelIntrodue binary variables for eah rossing: xj = 1 if a phone isbuild, xj = 0 otherwise.For eah street, introdue a onstraint saying that a phone shouldbe plaed at least one of its rossings. E.g. for street G:x1 + x6 � 1 (for full set of onstraints, see Taha, example 9.1-2).Objetive funtion:min 2x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4 + 3x5 + 2x6 + 2x7 + x8ILP-Solution: x1; x2; x5; x7 = 1 all other variables are 0. Objetivevalue: 9.LP-Solution: xj = 0:5 for all variables. Objetive value: 8:5.6

Example: Installing Seurity Telephones

(Taha, example 9.1-2, modi�ed) A ompany wants to installemergeny telephones suh that eah street has aess to at leastone phone. It is logial to plae the phones on rossings of streets.Eah rossing has an installation ost. Find the heapest seletionof rossings to provide all streets with phones.

Taha, �gure 9.1
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B&B: Design Deisions

Design of a B&B algorithm:� Variable ordering (hoie of the branhing variable)� Value ordering (whih branh to examine �rst)� Good upper and lower bounds (heuristis, use problemstruture, et)
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B&B: An Example

(Taha, example 9.2-1) Given the following ILP:max 5x1 + 4x2s.t. x1 + x2 � 510x1 + 6x2 � 45LP-optimum is z = 23:75, x1 = 3:75 and x2 = 1:25.

Taha, �gure 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9
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Branh & Bound (B&B)

Idea: Solve the LP-relaxation. If the solution is integer, then anoptimal solution is found. Otherwise the objetive funtion value isa upper bound (UB) on the ILP problem (maximization problem).Choose a frational variable and reate two new LPs by branhingon this variable.Continue branhing until either an integer solution is found.Maintain the best integer solution as a lower bound (LB).Or until UB<LB, then the urrent branh an be pruned (theoptimal solution annot be in this branh).For an ILP with n binary variables, the omplete B&B treeontains O(2n) nodes, i.e. up to O(2n) LPs have to be solved!10

Algorithms for Solving the ILP Problem

� Branh & Bound� Cutting Plane� Deomposition methods� Heuristis� : : :
Small example on other handout
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Cutting Plane Algorithms

Problem: It may be neessary to generate MANY uts.

General methods, e.g. Chvatal-Gomory uts. Problem spei� utsmore eÆient, e.g. omb-inequalities for TSP.

Pure Cutting Plane algorithms are usually not as eÆient as B&B.In ommerial solvers (e.g. CPLEX), uts are used sometimes tohelp the B&B algorithm. If the problem has a spei� struture,e.g. TSP, Set Cover et. then problem spei� uts are used.
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Cutting Plane: Another Example

(Taha, example 9.2-2) Given the following ILP:max 7x1 + 10x2s.t. �x1 + 3x2 � 67x1 + x2 � 35LP-optimum is z = 66:5, x1 = 4:5 and x2 = 3:5.

Taha, �gure 9.10
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Cutting Plane: A Very Small Example

Given the following ILP:maxfx1 + x2 : 2x1 + 4x2 � 7; xi binarygILP solution: z = 3, x = (3; 0).Solution of the LP-relaxation: z = 3:5, x = (3:5; 0).

Generating a simple ut: Divide the onstraint by 2:x1 + 2x2 � 3:5 ! x1 + 2x2 � 3Adding this ut to the LP-relation gives the optimal ILP solution.
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Cutting Plane Algorithms

Idea: Solve the LP-relaxation. If the solution is integer, then anoptimal solution is found.Otherwise �nd a ut, i.e. a onstraint that uts o� the frationalsolution, but none of the integer solutions.The ut is also required to pass through at least one integer point.Add uts to the urrent LP and resolve until an integer solution isfound.
Remark: An inequality in higher dimensions de�nes a hyper-plane,therefore the name utting plane.
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Solution methods for the TSP Problem

� B&B� Cutting plane algorithms� Heuristis{ Nearest neighbor algorithm{ 2-opt, 3-opt, et.{ Christo�des heuristi{ : : :� : : :General problems for all solution methods for the TSP:Combinatorial explosion, i.e. very many possible tours O = (n!),very many subtour elimination onstraints.20

An ILP Formulation of the TSP Problem

Alternative formulation of (3):X(ij)2U xij � jU j � 1 2 � jU j � jV j � 2
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An ILP Formulation of the TSP Problem

Let the distanes between the ities be dij . Introdue binaryvariables xij for eah onnetion.

min nPi=1 nPj=1 dijxijs.t. nPj=1xij = 1 8i (1)nPi=1xij = 1 8j (2)Pi2U;j2AnU � 1 2 � jU j � jV j � 2 (3)xij binaryWe have to enter and to leave eah ity exatly one, onstraints (1)and (2). Constraints (3) are alled subtour elimination onstraints.18

The Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP)

Given n ities and onnetions between all ities (distanes on eahonnetion). Find shortest round tour.Taha, example 9.3-2 and 9.3-3
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Remarks on TSP

There exist di�erent versions of the TSP: Eulidean, metri,symmetri, et.
The TSP is an extremely well-studied problem in CombinatorialOptimization, has been a ompetition problem in the past.Homepages only dealing with TSP.

Despite of the TSP being a very diÆult problem, it is todaypossible to solve omparably large instanes.
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